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Company: Huawei Telekomünikasyon Dış Ticaret Ltd

Location: İstanbul

Category: other-general

Would you like to take part of our dynamic team?

Turkey R&D Center is one of the largest R&D investment of Huawei located outside of China. In

Huawei Turkey R&D Center, we are a dedicated team who are determined to do what it takes

to be world-class and we’re looking for like-minded people to join our adventure.

We are looking forward to meet with professional developers who will become an integral part

of our agile development team and would will play a key role in our QOD team.

If you are a DevOps Engineer, then we would like to meet you to make workplaces a

better engaged ones together to make a difference.

Description:

Work together with the software engineering teams from various departments to provide

mostly cloud-based pipelines for projects,

Understand, maintain and improve the quality of already built pipelines by working closely

with international DevOps teams,

Help out DevOps engineers from different departments by collaborating with them on

their task to solve blocking issues,

Document every aspect of the learnt and newly provided CI/CD pipelines for all the

projects to build up a solid knowledge base and share the knowledge for DevOps culture-

building throughout the company.
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Requirements

Bachelor Degree in Engineering,

At least 2 years of DevOps or System Engineer (O&M) is a must,

Experience with Unix-like Operating Systems (Linux, macOS etc.),

Experience with Software Development essentials (any language),

Experience with Jenkins,

Proficiency in writing and compiling scripts and automation using Python, Shell, Bash,

Advanced knowledge and hands-on experience on CI/CD practices and DevOps toolchain,

Very good command of English with strong communication skills is required to be able to

communicate and clarify requirements independently, and connect solutions,

Strong document writing capabilities and the ability to sort out the guidebooks,

solution documents, and FAQs in the domain in an orderly manner,

Experience with cloud infrastructures is a big plus,

Experience with Kubernetes and Docker is a big plus,

Experience in Agile Methodology is a plus.
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